FISH AND SHELLFISH AND BANDOL ROSÉ
by Christopher Lee

I’ve been in Ireland for a couple of weeks now and have had the stunningly good Dublin Bay
prawns—well, shall I say—several times already. I seek them out enthusiastically. The gangly,
orange-pink arthropods, also known as scampi or langoustines, are incredibly sweet and
delicious when fresh. They were “discovered” about fifty years ago as a by-catch to the ground
fishing industry and are now the most important commercially fished crustacean in Europe,
thanks to the successful marketing program of a large UK fishing concern that sought to
market the little-known and unintended shellfish to the public.
Bandol rosé calls out loudly for shellfish—grilled shellfish. Maybe it’s the wine, maybe it’s
the weather, or maybe I just like Bandol rosé. I make a flavored butter to swab on the crusty
creatures as they come hot off the fire. Any butter of your liking will do: Marash pepper, from
Syria, is a favorite of mine; white wine and a portion of white wine vinegar reduced to nearly
nothing with chopped shallots, then combined with a few chopped fines herbes or parsley is
just as good; lemon zest, or any other citrus zest, will do, mixed with cracked black pepper;
wild fennel fronds are unusual. Whatever you like, it doesn’t matter.
Soften unsalted butter to room temperature and work your chosen flavorings into it evenly
with a wooden spoon. Form the butter into a rough log on a sheet of waxed paper or plastic
wrap and roll it into an evenly shaped log, twisting the ends of the wrap tight. Chill for a
couple of hours.
Build a good fire and set the grill on it to heat up. Let the flames subside and the coals die
down to a medium but still intense heat, and spread the coals out evenly over the floor of the
grill.
Shellfish: Again, choose what you like, but make sure it’s absolutely fresh. Prawns, shrimp,
lobster, crab, scallops. Oysters in the shell, clams in the shell. Squid or octopus are spectacular.
Fish, if you like. Seriously, anything will do. Make a shellfish mixed grill! Lightly brush with
olive oil or melted butter the meat of your chosen shellfish that will directly touch the grill.
Place it on the hot grill and cook until done: 5 or 6 minutes for a thin piece of fish, 7 or 8
minutes for bivalves to pop open, 15 minutes for lobster in the shell to split open
(magnificent!). You’ll have to judge the time for yourself.
When everything is cooked, place a thin slice of the flavored butter on the meat, and let it
melt. Refill your glass of Bandol. Fantastic!
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